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Abstract 

This paper is a response to the writing ofwomen preservice elemen
tary teachers who were asked by the author to complete journal entries 
examining their own experience of language development and writing. The 
stories that emerged in the jour nais were alarming in tefms of the tonsist
ency and clarity with which they reported on their disability with language, 
their disempowerment, and the history of events which led to these condi
tions. This paper provides an overview of their stories interwoven with 
discussion of current understandings about the development of language, 
thinking, and writing. 1t closes with some questions about the politics of 
literacy, whether writing is particularly a "women's problem", and the 
implications of the likelihoodthat many women teachers may be women 
"who don't write". 

Résumé 

Cet article porte sur la langue écrite de professeurs femines du 
primaire en stage de formation à qui l'auteur a demandé de décrire leur 
propre expérience en matière d'acquisition du langage et de rédaction. Le 
constat qui en ressort est alarm.tmt sous l'angle de l'uniformité et'de la 
clarté avec laquelle ces femmes font état de leur incompetence langagière, 
de leur paralysiè et des circonstances qui ont abouti à cet état de fait. Cet 
article donne une vue d'ensemble de leur histoire entremêlée d'une analyse 
des connaissances ·actuelles sur l'acquisition du langage, de la pensée et de 
l'écriturè. L'article se termine par certaines questions sur la politique 
d'alphabétisme, et l'auteur se demande si l'écriture est un problème féminin 
et si au nombre des répercussions de ce phénomène, lesfemmes enseignantes 
sont peut-être des femmes qui ne savent pas écrire. 
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This paper raises questions about the relationship between women 
and writing. The women of interest are not those who voluntarily take up 
the pen as poets, story writers, philosophers, autobiographers, diarists, or 
seasoned journal writers. Instead the questions are asked about women 
"who don't write". The work did not begin .with this end point in mind. 
Rather it began with an invitation to 50 women preservice elementary 
teachers to undertake reflective journal writing to examine their experience 
of language as students and now as preservice teachers. In their journal 
entries, all of these women claimed to be people who don't lite writing, 
avoid it whenever possible, and would never trust it for anything important 
or difficult. For many, this unsatisfying relationship with language extended 
to speaking as weIl. These people reported having a history of avoiding both 
"discussion" courses and "essay" courses. For most students, the classroom 
isthe Îlrst primary public space for speaking and writing. In aS much as 
speaking and writing are important skills for participation in public life 
generally, these women's journals reported an unsatisfactory preparation 
for public life. 

Major themes in the journals included: (1) the ways in which writing 
can provide a space for thinking and also make arduous demands on 
thtnking; and (2) the role of group dialogue in providing oral practice in 
both self-expression and considering an issue .from a variety of perspec
tives, that is, the kind of thinking required in reflective writing. These 
women recognized (or had come to recognize) that by never having used 
writing for self -expression or self-understanding they had in fact missed the 
opportunity for thinking itself - and through not thinking, had missed the 
opportunity for actively creating the self. Some confessed that they now 
lacked the skills to discern or articulate what they thought about anything 
personal and important. 1 am not suggesting here that the self cannot be 
experienced or created through means other than language. I. am simply 
noting their acknowledgement of the particular contribution of language to 
thinking and self-creation. 

A number of emotions were commonly expressed in the women' s 
joumals. Fear was a dominant theme - fear of being wrong, not pleasing 
the teacher, getting a low mark, being criticized, or being misunderstood. 
Many statements of anger, disappointment, and regret were expressed about 
lost opportunities for creativity and learning. The jargon and passive voice 
they had used to get by as successful students were pervasively recognized 
as a cover-up for never really having understood what they were talkingl 
writing about and what the textbook authors meant. Frustration was the 
emotion attached to their current reality of not being able to masterfully 
bring language and thinking to bear on important questions and issues of 
real personal concern. 

ln this paper, to consider these women's relationship with writing, 1 
provide an overview of what they descrlbed their current experience to be 
and what they reported as the histories which led to their current situation. 
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ln providing these overviews, 1 relate their experiences to existing views or 
understandings about writing and its development. In concluding, 1 ask 
questions about the polities of literacy, wbether writing is a "women's 
problem", and the implications of the likelibood tbat many teacbers or 
prospective teacbers bave sucb bistories. 

Context of the Study 

ln 1990 1 taugbt in a one-year, after-degree, elementary teacber 
education program in Toronto. Two of my classes were fuH-year educa
tional psycbology courses. In the faH we worked with material on Piaget, 
classroom management, and instructional strategies. In February tbrougb 
April, we worked with cognitivism, bebaviourism, bumanism, and informa
tion processing. In January we bad one class on "bidden curriculum" and 
two classes on critical pedagogy. For the fust of the critical pedagogy 
sessions, a group of five or six students in eacb section of the course studied 
a book cbapter about alienation and illiteracy by Finlay and Faith (1987) 
and developed a two-bour class presentation. 

AlI students in the classes were asked to write journal en tries in 
response to the "alienation and illiteracy" class presentation. Journal writ
ing was required for the three January classes but otherwise was not an 
ongoing component of the course. Some of the students were enroHed in 
other courses wbicb did use journal writing througbout the year. In prepa
ration for journal writing 1 gave the class an oral precis of HoIly's (1984) 
work on keeping a personal-professional journal. The students' ages ranged 
from early 20s to early 30s. The two classes included 50 women and Il 
men. The men's journals will be discussed in the section wbicb asks 
wbether writing is a "women's problem". 

1 bad asked the students to submit a minimum of one and a balf 
typewritten pages for the assignment. Almost all submissions were five to 
seven pages in length. In spite of their complaints and claims about being 
nonwriters, they were adept autobiograpbers in writing. They tended to 
begin by writing about their cucrent situation and then moved backwards 
and forwards in time with ease. Typically, journal entries began with a 
statement about their current feelings about writing and speaking and pro
ceeded with anecdotes to illustrate this cucrent experience. Tben they traced 
their significant memories of classroom writing and speaking beginning as 
early as grade two and continuing to the present time.Their memories were 
usually accompanied by analysis or interpretation as weIl as expressions of 
aspiration for their own future teacbing practice. Many writers included 
memories from recent practicum classes and gave analyses of observed 
language events. Upon flfSt reading of the journal entries 1 was struck by 
wbat an igniting' topic language was for them and bow consistent the 
themes and experiences were across journals. It was then tbat 1 decided to 
request student permissions to study the journal entries systematically. 
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Discomfort with Writing 

No one expressed any comfort with or love of writing. Many were 
explicit about its difficulty or futility and the way in which writing in fact 
leills one's voice. The following journal excerpt is an example of the way 
in which this dissatisfaction was expressed. 

1 pers01llllly jind it much easier to express myself orally 
because 1 can use my body and use expression in my voice to 
get my point across. The audience with whom you are speak
ing is familiar in that you can see for yourself if they are 
understanding what you are expressing. Written communica
tion seems so final and harsh in myopinion. No matter how 
many jlowery or expressive words you use, the tone is still 
flat. 

This complaint is reminiscent of Gadamer' s recognition that "[a] text 
is notto be understood as an expression of life but with respect to what it 
says. Writing is the abstract ideality of langUage" (1989, p. 392).So, do 
some women fail to understand the unique function of written text, or do 
they simply find that it fails to satisfy a primary orientation to retain the life 
expression of themselves and others? When 1 think of life expression and 
speaking 1 think of embodiment, volatility, and intersubjectivity. Not only 
do bodily expressions such as voice and movement convey much of the 
meaning, but the very content of what one thinks, feels, and is trying to say 
represents one moment in life and can change dramatically from momentto 
moment in the face of ongoing events, interaction with conversation part
ners or audiences, or new memories or thoughts which surface. In fact, to 
be speaking with others at all cao seem to be a reassurance that one is part 
of the ongoing flow of life. What is present in the preference for speaking 
is at least a valuing of intersubjectivity. What is absent in this preference is . 
perhaps the will to hand down disembodied ideas. Yet, without mastery of 
the craft of writing, a preference for writiilg is not a possible choice. 

Many of the women wrote about the difficulty of getting a text to say 
"what you want it to". The following journal excerpt vividly highlights the 
way in which written text, full of ambiguity and multiple meanings, takes 
on a life of its own. 

1 have always hod problems writing about my personalfeel
ings. 1 know what 1 am feeling but it seems that 1 can never 
get it on paper. The words that express my feelings don't 
seem to exist or perhaps 1 don't know how to manipulate 
language in onkr to express my feelings. When 1 do jinally 
jind the right words and 1 start writing them down on paper, 
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the words seem to ta/œ over and 1ead ml! in directions that 1 
don't want to go. They get ml! offtopic or they start express
ing things that 1 don't really feel. They ta/œ on a life oftheir 
own and manipulate mI!, the person that should be in control 
ofwhat l'mfeeling and writing. An examp1e ofthis is when 
1 was writing a note for my manager at work trying to tell her 
that besides working Fridays and Saturdays li/œ 1 regularly 
do, 1 could also work during the week. 1 had to rewrite the 
note sever al timl!s because each timl! 1 reread it, it was 
ambiguous and unc1ear. 1 finally ended up calling her on the 
phone and telling her. 
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This journal passage and many others like it attested to the greater 
helplessness of writing as compared to speech. As Plato once remarked, no 
one can come to the rescue of the written word if it falls victim to mis un
derstanding. Yet the activity of writing itself can be a means for the writer 
to think and to achieve understanding. This is not to say that speaking does 
not also provide opportunities for thinking and achieving understanding. It 
certainly cano However, writing provides a different kind of powerful and 
poetic space. During writing, the flow from the other is blocked so that one 
can take up the question of the other reflectively. There is time and space 
for deliberativeness - a chance to weigh, consider, and interrogate many 
of one's competing and conflicting ideas and experiences related to a 
question or issue. The record of one' s thinking provided by the writing both 
prompts and provides an opportunity to evaluate the comprehensiveness, 
coherence, and persuasiveness of one's argument or Interpretation. This 
process of reflective writing, of arriving at some point of closure about wbat 
one really thinks and believes about a question, requires considerable inten
sity and energy. Many of the women journal writers commented on how 
arduous they find the reflective writing process to be and bow absent it bas 
been in their own school experience. At the very least, women commenting 
on this theme wrote that it was easier to complete assignments for whicb 
one simply summarized material from books than those whicb required the 
expression of one's own views or ideas. A few wrote in more detail about 
why it was difficult to write one' s own ideas. The following journal excerpt 
is an example of one of the more explicit statements. 

This year, 1 find that even though 1 am spending a lot of timl! 
writing in joumals, 1 don't think that 1 always succeed in 
expressing my personal thoughts in writing. Why? Because 
these are my private thoughts, my feelings, emotions, etc., 
and therefore require a lot of soul-searching, which requires 
a lot of timl! to think critically and 1 am not used to doing that. 
What 1 have been trained to do is to research a topic in 
various books and write down information that 1 have gath-
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eredfrom these books .. Here, there is no need to think criti
cally, or to express my thoughts about the concepts. All 1 have 
to do is read and write. 

This section bas related the various dissatisfactions these women 
expressed with writing: that it is "lifeless", or that it takes on an unmanage
able life of its own, and that they lack experience and skill for the reflection 
and critical thinking needed for self-expressive writing. The next section 
discusses the role of dialogue in developing the abilities for reflection and 
critical thinking and relates how such opportunities were absent in the 
histories of these women. 

Dialogue, Reflection, and Self-Expression 

Gordon Wells (1986, p. 65), in The Meaning Makers, bas outlined 
how reflection is learned initially through conversation or dialogue with 
another more knowledgeable person. If experiences of this kind are numer
ous and positive, children come to be able to manage both roles for them
selves, framing questions and interrogating their own experience in the 

. search for an answer. In other words, the dialogue begins to be carried on 
internally and language becomes a tool for thinking. Many of the women' s 
journal entries expressed a recognition of the role of dialogue in classrooms 
as a support to the development of critical thinking or reflection. The 
following excerpt is an example of their comments on this theme. 

As future teachers, we must emphasize oral communication 
in our classroom. Every student has a particular view of a 
certain topic. What we must do is increase the dialogue in the 
classroom so that each child can express hislher own thoughts. 
ln this way, each child will be able to look more rejlectively 
at hislher own thoughts and the thoughts of others. This will 
further enable them to think more critically than before. 

1 can understand self-expression to be the product of reflection. 1 can 
also understand from these women's journal writings that they did not 
experience effective invitations or safe places for self-expression in their 
school experience. The following excerpts were typical statements on this 
theme. 

Thinking back upon my own experiences at school there 
always seemed to he a right and wrong way of doing things. 
For those of us who learned quickly to give our teachers What 
they wanted to hear we did okay. We were the passive listen
ers and in the process those like myself either lost the ability 
or never learned to think critically to our fullest ability. To 
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tms day J sometÏl1U!s sit in cltJ.Ss and try to figure out what the 
teacher would lilœ ta hear. It is almostfear of giving a wrong 
answer that keeps students from answering or participating 
in class discussions. 

ln my dejinition ofwhat language is 1 wrote that language is 
a tool to help people communicate. But after thinking about 
it 1 believe that it's more thanjust a tool to communicate, it 
should be a tool ta help you communicate your truefeelings 
about something, not to write what ,ou thint someone else 
wants you ta write . ... So many limes in university, and even 
before that, we are trained into thinking that we will write the 
way our teachers want us to. Sometimes 1 am afraid to write 

, how 1 really feel because my teacher will either mark it wrong 
or give me a Iow marie. ... And 1 do believe that if 1 were to 
write down how 1 really feel or what l'm really thinking it 
would be very therapeutic for me. 

For so very long in schooll have sat as a passive learner 
taking everythiTJ,g that 1 hear and see at face value. 1 never 
thought it was my place to question those in authority. 1 truly 
believe that 1 have been socialized Do not question eiders. 1 
myself first remember questioning a professor in my fourth 
yearof university. 1 personally feel that tms was tao late, 
better late than never. 
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In anumber of journal entries, links were made between the class
room, the family, and society - all places wbere cbildren and young people 
are told wbat is rigbt, wbat is true, and wbat to think. Some of the women 
wrote that the obedience and restraint of self -expression required by their 
teacbers was the same as tbat required by their parents. David Smith (1987) 
and Asbis Nandy (1987) bave both observed that we, as adults, generally 
bave a fear of cbildren as new, original, and other, and bave a compulsion 
to impose upon them our interpretations as a way of confuming the validity 
of these views. This predisposition to tell rather than to listen or be curious 
makes genuine conversation or dialogue with young people unlikely. H-G 
Gadamer (1989, p. 383) bas described bow in genuine conversation, the 
partners are less the leaders than the led. No one knows in advance wbat will 
"come out" of a conversation as it takes its own twists and reacbes its own 
conclusions. Gordon Wells (1986, p. 65) bas recommended that parents 
treat tbeir cbildren as equal partners in conversation, following their lead 
and negotiating meaning and purposes, not only to belp their cbildren talk 
but to enable tbem to discover bow to leam through tille. David Smith 

. (1987) bas argued tbat one cao only find one's voice in an environment 
wbere speecb is weIl understood as baving a listening aspect. 
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Most teachers, feeling the pressure to know curriculum or learning 
outcomes in advance in their classes, have probably not even tried to live 
the role of good conversation parIIlers with their students. Vivian Gussin 
Paley (1986) bas written about the difficulty of truIy listening to wbat 
cbildren are actually saying wben we are mentally rebearsing wbat we 
would like them to be saying. Wbile teacbers feel pressure to be guardians 
of "correct" curricular knowledge, they experience even more pressure to 
be mie models and moral guides. Yet it is most frequently a moral issue -
wbat' s rigbt or wrong, fair or not fair, a better way to live a lite - that is 
most likely to serve as an igniting dialogue topic for cbildren and young 
people. Wben sucb topics surface, teacbers can see their fust responsibility 
to be tbat of modelling "correct" attitudes and values rather tban recogniz
ing and valuing the opportunity for facilitating genuine dialogue. Yet it is 
in the context of authentic dialogue about real and comprebensible issues 
that young people can orally learn the practice of viewing a question fmm 
a number of perspectives and learning to think more critically. This is the 
process that we bope for in individual deliberation wbicb can support 
reflective writing. Yet without the model and experience of group dialogue, 
it can be difficult for students to know wbat is desired or meant by critical 
reflection or to bave confidence in the rbytbms or dynamics of the process. 

The Labour of Learning the Craft of Writing 

Using writing to say or sbare wbat is meant is not an easy task. 
Gadamer (p. 393) bas written about thebigber demands of style required in 
writing in order for the reader to be stimulated and beld in productive 
thougbt. Wells (1986) bas described the bard work required of the cbild to 
fust learn bow to cast a story in written form. Great energy and toil is 
required to learn the "art" of il. He empbasizes the importance of the cbild' s 
"ownersbip" of the story if sucb energy and struggle is to be fortbcoming. 
One of the women journal writers witnessed the consequences of the ab
sence of sucb ownersbip in a grade tbree practicum classroom. This is ber 
description of the event. 

A personal experience 1 had with students using jargon was 
in my practicumplacement, a grade three class. The students, 
as a class, read a story from an anthology. The teacher led 
some discussion ofterwards and directed some questions to 
the students. This was to serve the purpose of ensuring that 
everyone understood the story. Afterwards the students were 
to write a summary of the story in their own words. They were 
allowed to use the teXl to refer back to. They worked quietly 
and diligently; the exercise seemed to he going weil. It wasn 't 
untill staned reading what they were writing, however, that 
1 discovered that it wasn't going weil at ail. The students were 
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not summarizing - they were simply extracting phrases and 
expressions straight from the text. They were of course care
fui to choose segments from the beginning, middle, and end 
of the story, but they were by no means attempting to express 
the ideas in their own words. Curious, 1 spolœ to one student 
about the story. 1 aslœd her to re-tell the story to me out loud. 
Thal she could do. When 1 aslœd her why she had co pied the 
sentences right out of the book, she said thal it was different 
than sayingit out loud. 
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Clearly, the very young child recognizes that writing isn'tjust speech 
written down. It is different. And it is demanding to leam. 

While the women journal writers did not recall opportunities for self
expression in class dialogue, they did recall explicit invitations for it in 
written fOml. However, even when the teachers of these women may have 
thought they were trying to offer a safe place for self-expression in writing, 
they subverted the opportunity to another way. They assigned topics which 
were not meaningful to the students and which therefore had no chance of 
igniting reflection or the desire for self-expression. The women journal 
writers gave life history examples ranging from grade two through grade 
twelve experiences of being told to write for themselves and to write what 
they really wanted to say, but on a particular assigned topic in which they 
had no interest and about which there was nothing they wanted to say. 
Really, they said, throughout school they were writing for other people and 
not themselves. . 

It has tobeacknowledged that uncovering generative thernes or 
igniting topics for dialogue or writing is not a straightforward affair. The 
students themselves usually cannot name what it is that is really on their 
mimIs (Finlay & Faith, 1987). The preoccupations and concerns of students 
often surface in a sideways, surprising fashion in unexpected or open-ended 
contexts. The teacher must be oriented to the students as a researcher, being 
curious, and paying attention deeply in order to notice, remember, and take 
seriously any clues to students' preoccupations. The teacher may also rieed 
to offer open-ended, self-expressive assignments which provide a space for 
students' real concerns or preoccupations to surface (Ellis, 1992). Paulo 
Freire and many others have suggested that teachers need to research their 
students. 

While teachers may feel that this research work is extraneous, one 
has only to consider these women' s journals to ask what has been the cost 
to them of the absence of authentic writing. Some lost or failed to develop 
the inclination to think their own thoughts or to expect themselves to have 
their own opinion on anything. Most came to rely on using jargon and 
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mimicking the passive voice found in school text books as theÎr only form 
of writing. Many came to consciously hate writing and to avoid courses that 
require es say writing. Sorne even avoided seminar courses where they 
would have to express their thoughts in group discussion. Each year it 
became more difficult to, for the fmt time, risk criticism of one' s authentic 
speaking or writing. With each year many also became more aware of how 
unskilled or inept they were in self-expression either orally or in writing. 
These women are now voting, working citizens of the country and their 
education has left them disempowered2 rather than able to use language 
critically and creatively to improve the various institutions they inhabit. 

The Poli tics of Literacy 

ln this paper 1 view literacy as the ability to use language for self
expression, critical thinking, illumination, and understanding of self and 
others. Winterowd (1989) has noted that defining uteracy is almost always 
a consequential political act as the working definition largely determines 
educational priorities and the allocation of resources. This holds true not 
only at the national and school district levels, but in individual classrooms. 
The teacher' s beliefs about what is worth leaming/developing and how this 
cao be done largely dictate how classroom resources (time, materials, 
activities) will be allocated. 

Teachers and teacher educators should consider whether students 
will simply leam to copy and memorize the teacher' s notes from the 
overhead transparency or whether they will be afforded the time, space, 
materials, and safety to struggle to find the words to express what they do 
and do not understand or value about a topic. Will grade three students with 
apparently precocious textual abilities take home "plagiarized" summaries 
of stories they've read or will they leam to write by writing their own stories 
or ideas about their own interests or concerns? Will students experience a 
conversational community where they learn to thiot, speak, and write their 
own thoughts while reflecting on the expressed thoughts of others, or will 
there continue to be grade four students who say that they don't know what 
they are supposed to write for the question that asks, "Which story did you 
lite best and why?" Will teacher educators start to worry less about whether 
student teachers know how to use questions that promote "higher level 
thinking" in group discussions and begin to worry more about whether they 
know how to uncover, recognize, and value igniting topics for students' 
dialogue and writing. 

Using classroom resources to support literacy as it has been dis
cussed in this paper requîtes clarity, conviction, and commitment on the 
part of the teacher. Better language development and better academic leam
ing can be the short-term result although the pace may appear slower. 
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Teachers also require their own support and safe plàce to give priority to 
litemcyof this kind. In the long-term, ail students can bave a better oppor
tunity to develop their critical and creative capabilities and to have language 
be a more effective medium for their participation in public life. 

Is Writing a ''Women's Problem"? 

1 am not comfortable about reporting on the journal writing of the 
men in the two classes 1 taught because there were so few of them and 1 did 
not bave background information about any individual students. For exam
pIe, 1 did not know which students were or were not enrolled in other 
courses wbicb required journal writing aU year long. However, at the urging 
of early readers of this manuscript 1 do offer my report, but without any 
speculation or generalization beyond these particular male students. 

There were eleven m~n in the two classes that completed the journal 
writing activity. Only one or two of them wrote in mucb the same way as 
the women did; tbat is, in a self-searcbing, self-disclosing way which drew 
upon their personal situations with writing and explored pfevious life expe
riences or practicum classroom events. The other men wrote in a more 
formai, "objective", distanced way about "the topic" and did not put them
selves into the writing or so Iouch as comment upon their personal experi
ence of writing or language. Therefore it is unclear wbether they feel that 
they bave a problem with writing or bave been disadvantaged in language 
development in any way. 

If 1 ask whether writing is a problem in particular for women 1 cannot 
. develop an answeron the basis of knowing how their relationship with 

writing is similar to or different ·from that of men. Yet wbether men do or 
do not learn to write and speak any better than women do, a large body of 
research indicates that men are more empowered by their classroom, family, 
and societal experiences in a variety of ways, wbile by conlmSt, schools and 
society generally discoumge achievement and ambition in girls (AAUW, 
1991; AAUW, 1992; Clarricoates, 1978; Davies, 1989; Thompson, 1983; 
Spender, 1989; Walkerdine, 1984). While reitemting these and manyother 
gender-related ~earcbes is beyond the scope of this paper, a few findings 
are highlighted here to underscore the multifacetedness of the empoweringl 
disempowering conditions for males and females. In schools, male students 
learn to trust their own judgment and to think well of themselves as baving 
skills and talents even if theyare not higbly capable academically. Their 
egos are better protected even thoUgh rebukes may appear barsb. The space 
for their self-expression and interests is more generously afforded. In the 
face of a curriculum about men' s accomplishments, they bave every reason 
to believe that they too will be creative. Girls, on the other hand, are more 
likely to leam silence, passivity, and self-doubt. They are less likely to 
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practise and develop the skills of self-assertion in the public space of the 
classroom. They are less likely to see themselves as having ability arid 
creativity. In society in general, the social codes permit females less than 
equal talle time when in conversation with males, and written works receive 
lower evaluations if readers believe the author is female. Given the many 
disempowerments in place for women and the empowerments more gener
ally available to men, 1 would argue that disability with language is a 
weightier handicap for women. Capability with writing and speaking can be 
understood as basic necessities for women' s participation in public life 
given the challenges they experience simply because they are women. 

Implications of Women Teachers "Who Don't Write" 

Overall, the women journal writers were hopeful for the future of 
children now in school. They saw whole language, invented writing, dia
logue, journal writing, activity-based learning, and children selecting their 
own topics for writing and their own questions for research as promising 
supports for the development of children's language and thinking as tools 
for self-expression, self-understanding, and understanding of others. Sorne 
were even hopeful for themselves as they reported that their journal writing 
experiences of recent years were starting to get results. They only wished 
that they could have begun the experience earlier. 

This journal writing assignment itself, however, had a great focussing 
power in their awareness. For these women, the journal writings became 
sources of knowledge and critical understanding of the forces which had 
shaped their own language development. They became theorists of their 
own lives by interrogating and analyzing their own experiences. By return
ing to their own stories of language development they also experienced the 
emotional impact of those stories. Without one's own stories to give life 
back to abstract ideas about language development, these ideas can simply 
remain part of the litany of prescriptions which bombard students in teacher 
education programs. These women's journal writings contained many ex
pressions of personal commitment and clarity about supporting their own 
students' language development. The journal writing activity itself may 
have been an important context for the development of those convictions 
and visions. 

It is not clear whether preservice teachers without this kind of 
constructivist opportunity will have such clarity and commitment about 
giving priority to activities and ways of being which can give genuine 
support to children's literacy. Without coherence in one's theorizing and 
strong convictions, it is too easy in the complexity of the classroom for the 
left hand to undermine what the right hand is doing even when one is 
dutifully attempting to employ current language development principles 
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and practices. Furtber, if a teacher bas Dot personally experienced satisf~
tion with the craft of writing for illumination and self-expression, how 
likely is it tbat she or he will believe in il, want it forchildren, and 

, understand how to support its developinent11t certainly mates sense tbat so 
many language arts or writing courses for teachers focus on contributing to 
the participants' own experience of writing. 

H women "who don't write" and who perbapsdon't speak articu
Iately or confidently in public spaces either are disempowered, will they be 
able or likely to·empower the children in their classrooms1 This is particu
larly a question for women who may not have named, considered, or come 
to understand their current circumstances with public writing and speaking. 
Unless such people are actively working to enhance their capability with 
language, cao they value and understand the process weil enough to fully 
support it in students 1 Even if the desire for personal growth with language 
is there, do most women have enough time alone for the solo activity of 
reflective writing1,These questions about the relationship between women 
teachers and writing are important ones when considering how best to direct 
resources intended to facilitate literacy for students in schools. 

NOTES 

1. Finlay and Faith (1987) use the. term "igniting" in concert with Freire's notion 
of generative themes. An "igniting" topic, as the word suggests, is one' wblcb 
gets people fued up. That is, people eare about the topic and there is mucb that 
they wisb to say abOut it. Otber descriptors sucb as meaningful, relevant, 
provocative, stimulating, or interesting do notcarry these two senses in the same 
manner. 

2. C. M. SilJ"ewsbury (1987) in "Wbat is feminist pedagogy7" Women's Studies 
Quarterly, 15(3 & 4), pp. 6-14, defines power as energy, capacity, potential, or 
creative energy and suggests that to be empowered is to recognize our abilities 
to act to create a more bumane social order. 
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